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^ ; CK« CEN has a long tradition of instrumented
< } experimental devices in the BR2 reactor.
A better knowledge of the phenomena occur-
ring during irradiation requires more scientific
and sophisticated in-pile instrumentation. We
therefore make every effort to extend and im-
prove the on-line measurements.

Objectives

• to increase the scientific knowledge of the
studied phenomena;

• to improve the interpretation of the data;

• to improve the piloting of experimental de-
vices during irradiation;

w to reveal and to understand possible un-
suspected phenomena occurring during ir-
radiation.

As part of our scientific approach, we model
the probes' behaviour, select the most suitable
sensor for each specific application, test the
measurement devices in the BR2 environment,
and assess the whole instrumentation line.

Programme The programme rests on the
following axes: we

• improve the existing techniques and meth-
ods;

w develop innovative techniques;

« model the physical mechanisms of the sen-
sor system and the output signal;

m implement quality-assurance procedures.

We intend to investigate the on-line measure-
ments of both the fuel-rod parameters and the
environmental conditions (nuclear, coolant), in
real time.

Achievements In 1997, we developed
an experimental device called DOLMEN (Device
for On-line MEasurement of Neutron flux),
equipped with an assembly of sensors that can
be moved vertically in any BR2 channel. This in-
strumented rig contains Self-Powered Neutron
Detectors (SPNDs), a miniaturized fission cham-
ber, activation dosemeters, and gamma ther-
mometers.

Beyond the mechanical design of DOLMEN, we
theoretically studied the sensitivity of an SPND
and analysed its measured electrical signal: we
examined, for example, the effects of gamma
radiation and the decrease of leakage resis-
tance of the SPND itself.

Perspectives for 1998 In 1998, we will
manufacture and test in the BR2 reactor the
DOLMEN device for on-line measurement of nu-
clear parameters. With this irradiation, we aim
to elaborate an algorithm leading to the actual
neutron flux from the measured electrical sig-
nal, to identify the sensitivity of each param-
eter (neutron spectrum, gamma spectrum), to
qualify a calibration method, and to assess the
most suitable sensor for a specific application.

Based on the scientific needs of other projects
(such as those of "Nuclear Fuel," page 36, and
"Reactor Structural Materials," page 48), we will
continue to improve and innovate the in-pile
instrumentation; our next objectives are the
measurements of fuel-rod elongation and of
cladding temperature.

Scientific partners Commissariat a
l'energie atomique (CEA) — OECD Halden Reactor

Project (HRP) — Kurchatov Institute — Moscow State

Engineering & Physics Institute (MEPhI) — Studsvik
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